Know how:
In the distance learning timetable there is also room for
your notes, questions or even a short “completed”.

Click on the link above on “Datei” and then to “Speichern
unter” and “Eine Kopie herunterladen”:

Distance Learning Timetable
Europagymnasium Auhof

Questions?
Contact your suject teacher or your homeroom
teacher if you have organizational questions. Write
an email to your teacher using his or her initial:
initial@europagym.at

Diversity under one roof

If you open this file in Exel, you can add your own notes in
the fourth line provided for each lesson:

“In order to support you, our pupils of
the
lower
levels
of
the
Europagymnasium Auhof, in keeping
up with distance learning, we have
summarized
all
the
important
organizational information in one
place:
In the distance learning timetable.”
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Telefon: +43 (0)732 / 24 58 67
E-Mail: office@europagym.at
Web: www.europagym.at

the teaching staff

Overview
In the distance learning timetable you will find every
single hour, just like in your "normal" timetable. So you
always know which task is currently next in line and in
which interactive lesson you will take part.

Every single lesson ...
Subject / Teacher (“Fach / Lehrkraft”)
For each lesson you will first find the subject and initials of your teacher. In case there should be more than
one group, you may find which one you are in.

Further information
(“Weitere Informationen”)
In case of video conferences, online chats or faceto-face instruction or other forms of interactive
lesson, the lesson will be highlighted in blue. In the
remaining lessons you are to work on your assigned tasks.

Good to know
In the lower classes of the Europagymnasium Auhof
there is exactly one weekly assignment for each subject. This is divided into an hourly schedule. Besides the
assignments, this weekly plan also contains other important information, e.g., deadlines.

Where (“Wo”)
Video conferences, online chats, face-to-face teaching or other interactive lessons will be linked in order for you to
find them easily.

… and the whole week
In order to keep track of your tasks, the according day will be highlighted in green. If no day is green, check whether you opened the
correct week!
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